APPENDIX  I
were not only distinguished as well-known objects of manufacture
and sale, but were also often distinguished, though to my mind
not veiy satisfactorily, as.di-nitro-cellulose and tri-nitro-cellulose,
with separate chemical formulae. The reason of this probably
arose from the fact that as a rule the solubility of a nitro-cellulose
varies with the amount of nitration and that the soluble kind
approximates more or less, though not very closely, in degree of
nitration to that which, if quite perfect, would be correctly described
chemically as di-nitro, while the insoluble kind approximates,
though not veiy closely, to that which, if quite perfect, would be
correctly described chemically as tri-nitro. It is true that by
certain special means, and as a laboratory experiment, you could
make soluble nitro-cellulose with a somewhat high degree of
nitration, but this fact may in my opinion be disregarded for the
purpose of the present case, for such special kind of rutro-cellulose
was not manufactured or sold, and was not in my opinion referred
to or considered by the inventor, Mr. Nobel, in his invention and
claim as set forth in his specification, and has never been used in
the manufacture of ballistite (as the plaintiff's powder is called}
or of cordite (as the defendant's powder is called). Now, in
addition to the above, there were further distinctions between the
soluble and the insoluble nitro-cellulose which in my opinion have
a very important bearing with reference to this case. In the first
place, the insoluble was a more violent explosive than the soluble,
and at the date of the patent was regarded as being more dangerous
to work with, especially if heat were employed in the process;
and, in the second place, nitre-glycerine acted as a solvent differently
on the two Mads, having substantially no effect as a solvent on
the insoluble kind. Now, turning to the plaintiff's specification,
it is clear to me that in his patent and claim the patentee meant
by soluble nitro-cellulose the well-known soluble article which I
have described, and not the soluble. I come to this conclusion
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